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interpretations of the document. Most historians
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the problem of separation of powers in the found‐
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theory and practices suggests that we should be
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their very own procrustean bed" (p. 6).
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mination of the task confronting the Revolution‐
ary generation of Americans as they tried to give

Historians have often had reason to complain

meaning to a doctrine that many of them es‐

of the ways in which law-review articles on his‐

poused in theory but struggled with in practice. In

torical subjects are lacking as historical scholar‐

his first essay, Casper examines ideas of separa‐
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tion of powers in the era of constitution-making

tend to focus on primary sources rather than in‐

from 1776 through 1789; though much of the

terpretations in scholarly literature, or because

ground he covers will be familiar to readers of

the student editors are more comfortable (on the

Gwyn and Vile, his distillation of the problems is

analogy between primary historical sources, on

valuable for its lucidity. Casper's second essay ex‐

the one hand, and statutes and cases, on the other

amines the conduct of government in the Wash‐

hand), Casper's essays tend to slight or overlook

ington Administration, including such issues as

the valuable resources to be found in the histori‐

how the executive and legislative branches com‐

ography of the early national period and the first

municated with each other, the establishment of

years of the constitutional system. Casper cites far

the executive departments, and the consequences

more law-review articles from modern debates on

for separation of powers of the Washington Ad‐

separation of powers than he does historians'

ministration's attempts to resolve the problems of

treatments of the workings of government. (To a

the Algerian captives. His third essay provides a

lesser extent, the same problem afflicts Currie's

valuable and illuminating treatment of issues of

The Constitution in Congress.) Moreover, Casper

government appropriations of funds in the early

unfortunately often uses outmoded editions of

national period. His fourth essay examines

primary sources, whereas such modern editions

Thomas Jefferson's struggles with separation of

as the Documentary History of the Ratification of

powers as politician, Cabinet Member, Vice Presi‐

the Constitution, the Documentary History of the

dent, and President, showing the difficulties that

First Federal Congress, and the Documentary His‐

this doctrine and its permutations posed for one

tory of the Supreme Court of the United States

of the most enigmatic statesmen of the Revolu‐

would have provided him not only with accurate

tionary generation. Finally, he examines the Judi‐

and reliable texts of primary sources but also

ciary Act of 1789 and its consequences for the fed‐

with valuable guidance as to how historians have

eral judiciary's place in the Constitution's scheme

evaluated those sources and the stories they tell.

of separation of powers and checks and balances.

Conclusion: The Promise of Bridging the Gap

Specialists in the history of the early Ameri‐

These, however, are comparatively minor

can republic will find more the comfortingly fa‐

caveats, and should not detract from the intrinsic

miliar than the startling and unfamiliar in

value of these fine books and from the promise

Casper's pages, but they will benefit from his en‐

they hold of a future in which historians and con‐

gagingly modest and reflective examination of

stitutional scholars continue to address and en‐

these questions, so different from the more
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lighten one another across the narrowing disci‐
plinary divide.
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